VALONA

MS 7023 HC

Neat hydrocracked
cutting oil for most
stringent operations

VALONA
MS 7023 HC
is a high performance
hydrocracked-based
product optimized
for stainless steel and
non-ferrous metals.

GENERAL
PERFORMANCE

Improved

performance
at iso-viscosity
Flash point

Minimal
evaporative
losses

Tool lifetime

CUSTOMER
BENEFITS

Longer tool lifetime

Filterability

Optimized for
stainless steel and
non-ferrous metals
Reduced oil misting
and consumption

Anti-mist
properties

Odorless

VALONA MS 7023 HC
Standard cutting oil

MINIMAL WEAR

Flank wear width (VB) in mm
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Standard cutting oil
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VALONA MS 7023 HC
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Wear
reduced by
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After 30 m machined at Vc = 120 m/min

STANDARDS AND
SPECIFICATIONS:

 ALONA MS 7023 HC decreases wear while improving surface quality
V
and edge resistance when machining stainless steels.
Thanks to its exceptional antiwear & EP properties tool life and plate changes
are extended while also preventing built-up edge in the work piece.

• ISO TS 12927 MHF

French Technical Reference
Center for the Mechanical
Industry

EXTENDED SERVICE LIFE

Standard cutting oil after 23 parts

VALONA MS 7023 HC after 30 parts
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60 %

Standard cutting oil
VALONA MS 7023 HC

 ALONA MS 7023 HC also reduces wear at high cutting speeds,
V
thus limiting the frequency of tool changes.
The results shown below were obtained by Cetim-Ctdec during turning operations using 304L stainless steels.

VALONA HC is a line of neat cutting oils formulated exclusively from hydrocracked base
oils. Transparent and odorless, these oils offer excellent usability in many applications.
In addition, their low volatility and high resistance to oxidation reduce misting and oil
consumption due to evaporation, while extending oil lifetime.

www.lubricants.total.com/pro/industry.html
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With VALONA MS 7023 HC
our results showed
a reduction in specific
cutting efforts, along
with increased tool
lifespan when machining
stainless steels.

